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Faber Drive
Again
Submitted by: paramore_fans@yahoo.com

Key: F

Tuning: Drop D

Chords used: Drop D only
Dm -  000xxx
Bb -  888xxx
F -   333xxx
C -   x355xx
Gm -  555xxx
C/E - 232xxx

Chords used: If you want standard tuning
Dm -  xx0231
Bb -  x13331
F -   133211
C -   x32010
Gm -  355333
C/E - 032xxx

Intro: Dm--F--Bb--C x2, Dm(hold)

Verse 1:
Dm               Bb
  underneath my skin is it
F            C
  just anger just frustration? 
Dm               Bb
  underneath my skin is it
F           C
  decisions or these feelings? 
Dm                  Bb
  it always hurt my mind 
(it always hurt my mind) 
F                     C
  it always killed my pride inside
Dm                    Bb
  it always wastes my time 
 F      Dm-C/E-F
again, again 



Chorus 1:
 Dm            Bb
again i bleed again i shake
 F            C
again i fall again i break
Dm       Bb
  wasted hated
 F     Gm
again again 

Post Chorus: Dm(plucking)

Verse 2:
Dm               Bb
  underneath my skin is it 
F            C
  just anger just frustration? 
Dm               Bb
  underneath my skin is it 
F              C
  just nothing or these feelings? 
Dm                       Bb
  cause all of mine just fades
(all of mine just fades) 
F                        C
  no i don t feel what i felt before
Dm                     Bb
  I m back inside this cage
 F     Dm-C/E-F
again again 

Chorus 2:
 Dm            Bb
again i bleed again i shake
 F            C
again i fall again i break
Dm       Bb
  wasted hated
 F     C
again again 
 Dm          Bb
again i burn take it all but
  F              C
inside my head i hate the world
         Dm
because i don t 
know (don t know) 
Bb
  i let go 
 F     Gm



again again 

Solo: Dm--Bb--F--C-- x4

Verse 3:
Dm(hold)
  Underneath my skin is it 
just anger just frustration? 
(plucking)
  underneath my skin is it
just nothing or these feelings? 
cause all of mine just fades
       C(hold)
again again

(Repeat Chorus 2)

Outro:
 Dm  Bb F   C
again A-gain 
 Dm  Bb F   Gm Dm(plucking)
again A-gain 


